Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change is a 2009 art book dedicated to the United States presidency of Barack Obama. Art for Obama: Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change. A cura di Shepard Fairey e Jennifer Gross. Edizioni Abrams Image. Il fenomeno della HOPE and the Campaign for Change (Sample). As soon as the CHANGE theme was brought up, I thought of Art for Obama: Designing the Campaign for Change. Shepard Fairey's iconic Hope portrait became the face of the campaign and, more importantly, captivated the world's attention like that of Barack Obama's historic presidential campaign. Not only did it stir the world, but the book “Art for Obama: Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change” has recently been released by Abrams Books. Images courtesy of cv - Tatyana Fazlalizadeh Shepard Fairey's iconic Hope portrait became the face of the campaign and, more importantly, captivated the world's attention like that of Barack Obama's historic presidential campaign.
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